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Tough Horses Require Patience To Train 
Patience is the key to 

working with horses. 
Craig Cameron, who 

bills himself as "The Cow
boy's Clinician," empha
sized the importance of tak
ing time and moving for
ward with a training pro
gram specific to the indi
vidual horse. 

The Texas trainer was in 
a repeat Topeka Farm 
Show engagement, where 
he drew an overflow crowd 
of 250-plus spectators at the 
first of a half dozen presen
tations. 

Cameron asked for a 
round of crowd applause to 
recognize their attendance 
and to introduce the colt 
he was about to work with 
to the strange environ
ment. 

"This is the first time I 
have ever seen this horse; I 
never screen my horses for 
a clinic like some clinicians 
do," he commented. "The 
owner said he's four or five 
years old. We'll start a little 
early because he might 
need every minute; he's a 
little tough. He'll be inter
esting." 

An ea.sfly manageable, 
halter broke, but nickering 
and pawing gelding was 
brought into the round pen 
prior to the session and 
changed into a rope halter 

·with a long rope. "He will 
be able to move away, but 
there will be more control 
with this rope halter than 
there would be with a web 
halter and short lead/' 
Cameron analyzed. 

Noting the gelding was 
"magnetiZed" to a couple of 
horses penned nearby, 
Cameron worked to get the 
horse's attention to the 
other side of the pen, HHe's 
real tight and high head· 
ed," the trainer pointed 
out, as he encouraged the 
horse around by popping a 
fishing pole with a plastic 
bag on the end. 

Recognizing that the 
1,000-pound-plus horses 
should have had this basic 
training at an earlier age, 
the 160-pound Cameron ad
mitted the gelding could get 
away if he tried. The pop~ 
ping prod and confine
ments of the crowd soon 
started to "desensitize>~ the 

horse, which is naturally an 
animal of flight bred for 
thousands of years to pro
tect himself in the wild. 

~'rm not trying to take 
away his instinct to survive 
in the wild, I just want to 
help him figure out he 
doesn't have to use it,jj 
Cameron said. 

When the horse "would 
come to a stop, Cameron let 
him rest before starting 

· again. "I want to make it 
easy for him to do what is 
right and difficult to do 
what is wrong, "he said. 

The gelding eventually 
came up to Cameron, who 
touched him on the back, 
hips and legs with the stick 
and then with his hands on 
!be back, wither, neck and 
jowl. "Don't touch him ini
tially on the nose or mouth 
because that's the most sen- ' 
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Everything clinician Craig Cameron did on one side of the gelding being worked with at the Topeka Farm Show horse clinic was done the same on the opposite side. Cameron put weight into the stirrups on both the left and right side before mounting. 
sitive part of an animal," 
Cameron advised. "It's all 
right to bump him on the 
cheek if necessary but not 
the mouth. He may need a 
little discipline sometimes, 
but no punishment." 

As the gelding began to 
relax "physically, mentally 
and emotionally," Cameron 
worked in beside the horse 
to get him to yield to pres-

sure, bend and flex. The 
gelding was asked to move 
off his hindquarters, "the 
driving engine.'' anrl cross 
over on his front legr~. 

"Everything that is done 
on one sirle must be done 
on the ather side i oo,'' 
Cameron said. 

A larlal was broughl. out 
to touch tlw horse all 0ver 

his bod;v, to pick up hi~ 
front and rear legs and was 
then tightened around the 
heart arAa, similar to \'l:h!lt 
a saddlo girti1 would do. 

Contimwlly acknowlc:d~
ing that the gelding wns 
"tough/' compared to many 
of t.he horses he works with 
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at clinics~ Cameron put his 
weight on the horse from 
both sides and eventually 
laid parallel on the horse's 
back. 

A surcingle was tight
ened around the horse's 
heart girth, and the gelding 
bucked a few times when 
coaxed to jog and lope 
around the pen. •tl don't 
care if he bucks if he feels 
like he has to, but I want 
him to realize he doesn't 
need to," Cameron said. HJ 
want to avoid a bronc ride 
if I can." 

With his assistant Dusty 
taking over the horse han
dling, Cameron analyzed, 
"The gelding's beginning to 
understand what we're 
doing isn't so bad. It's so im
portant to take the time and 
do it right today, or it'll 
come back to haunt us to
morrow.'' 

The horse then was 
slowly saddled and asked 
to move around the pen, 

·doing so without bucking or 
outward sign of fear. How
ever, Cameron could sense 
some tenseness. "You need 
to listen to the horse by 
watching him," the trainer · 
related. "Wben he's blink
ing his eyes·, twitching his 
ears and licking his lips, 
the horse is .relaxing. 

"Everybody wants to see 
us work a tough horse, but 
they don't have the time 
and patience it takes to 
work with one/' CamerOn 
added. 

With the lariat, Cameron 
picked up the horse's left 
front foot and half-dallied 
the rope around the saddle 
horn, while also putting the 
lead around the horn and 
pulling the horse's head to 
the right. Pressure was ex
erted on both ropes, and 
before long the horse 
ceased resistance and laid 
down. 

''This isn't needed on all 
horses and can be danger
ous to both the horse and 
the handler," Cameron 
said. "I wouldn't recom~ 
mend most people doing 
this, because it's easy to 
break a horse's leg if it isn't 
done right." Cameron sat 
on the horse as he was lying 
down, stroked and talked to 
him before letting the 
horse up. 

After another lead was 
snapped on the halter, the 
ropes were run through the 
stirrups, and tb.e horse was 
driven around the pen. "A 
lot of horses, even older 
broke horses, will benefit 
from ground driving when 
it's done correctly/' 
Cameron stated. 

With chaos on and spurs 

off, Dusty stepped up on the 
horse's back and immrdi
ately got back off. He then 
mounted the horse, placed 
his right hand in the "ni~ht 
latch," a handhold attached 
on the saddle tree, look 
hold of the lead rope with 
his left hand. tucked his 
chain and nodded for 
Cameron to prod the gold
ing ahead with the stick. 

First at a walk and then 
at a jog, the gelding moved 
freely and then was re
versed with no sign of want
ing to buck or run off. Dusty 
never tightened the halter 
rope. The gelding was 
never asked to lope. 

"He is alert but re
laxed," Cameron said. "It's 
his first day of school. and 
we want to make it as good 
as we can." The borse 
stopped and Dusty dis
mounted. 

While most of Cameron's 
clinics are about an hour, 
this session required near
ly twice that long. "It takes 
time and patience with 
these tough horses," 
Cameron concluded. 



Tough Horses Require Patience To Train 

Patience is the key to working with horses. 
Craig Cameron, who bills himself as "The Cowboy's Clinician," emphasized the importance of taking time 

and moving forward with a training program specific to the individual horse. 
The Texas trainer was in a repeat Topeka Farm Show engagement, where he drew an overflow crowd of 

250-plus spectators at the first of a half dozen presentations. 
Cameron asked for a round of crowd applause to recognize their attendance and to introduce the colt he 

was about to work with to the strange environment. 
"This is the first time I have ever seen this horse; I never screen my horses for a clinic like some clinicians 

do," he commented. "The owner said he's four or five years old. We'll start a little early because he might need 
every minute; he's a little tough. He'll be interesting." 

An easily manageable, halter broke, but nickering and pawing gelding was brought into the round pen prior 
to the session and changed into a rope halter with a long rope. "He will be able to move away, but there will 
be more control with this rope halter than there would be with a web halter and short lead," Cameron analyzed. 

Noting the gelding was "magnetized" to a couple horses penned nearby, Cameron worked to get the horse's 
attention to the other side of the pen. "He's real tight and high headed," the trainer pointed out, as he encour
aged the horse around by popping a fishing pole with a plastic bag on the end. 

Recognizing that the over 1 ,000-pound horse should have had this basic training at an earlier age, the 160-
pound Cameron admitted the gelding could get away if he tired. The popping prod and confinements of the 
crowd soon started to "desensitize" the horse, which is naturally an animal of flight bred for thousands of years 
to protect himself in the wild. 

"I'm not trying to take away his instinct to survive in the wild, I just want to help him figure out he doesn't 
have to use it," Cameron said. 

When the horse would come to a stop, Cameron let him rest before starting again. "I want to make it easy 
for him to do what is right and difficult to do what is wrong," the clinician related. 

The gelding eventually came up to Cameron, who touched him on the back, hips and legs with the stick and 
then with his hands on the back, whither, neck and jowl. "Don't touch him initially on the nose or mouth because 
that's the most sensitive part of an animal," Cameron advised. "It's all right to bump him on the cheek if nec
essary but not the mouth. He may need a little discipline sometimes, but no punishment." 

As the gelding began to relax "physically, mentally and emotionally," Cameron worked in beside the horse 
to get him to yield to pressure, bend and flex. The gelding was asked to move off his hindquarters, "the driv
ing engine," and cross over on his front legs. 

"Everything that is done on one side must be done on the other side too," Cameron recommended. 
A lariat was brought out to touch the horse all over his body, to pick up his front and rear legs and was then 

tightened around the heart area, similar to what a saddle girth would do. 
Continually acknowledging that the gelding was "tough," compared to many of the horses he works with at 

clinics, Cameron put his weight on the horse from both sides and eventually laid parallel on the horse's back. 
A surcingle was tightened around the horse's heart girth, and the gelding bucked a few times when coaxed 

to jog and lope around the pen. "I don't care if he bucks if he feels like he has to, but I want him to realize he 
doesn't need to," Cameron said. "I want to avoid a bronc ride if I can." 

With his assistant Dusty taking over the horse handling, Cameron analyzed, "The gelding's beginning to 
understand what we're doing isn't so bad. It's so important to take the time and do it right today, or it'll come 
back to haunt us tomorrow." 

The horse then was slowly saddled and asked to move around the pen, doing so without bucking or out
ward sign of fear. However, Cameron could sense some tenseness. "You need to listen to the horse by watch
ing him," the trainer related. "When he's blinking his eyes, twitching his ears and licking his lips, the horse is 
relaxing. 

"Everybody wants to see us work a tough horse, but they don't have the time and patience it takes to work 
with one," Cameron added. 

With the lariat, Cameron picked up the horse's left front foot and half-dallied the rope around the saddle 
horn, while also putting the lead around the horn and pulling the horse's head to the right. Pressure was exert
ed on both ropes, and before long the horse ceased resistance and laid down. 

"This isn't needed on all horses and can be dangerous to both the horse and the handler," Cameron said. 
"I wouldn't recommend most people doing this, because it's easy to break a horse's leg if it isn't done right." 
Cameron sat on the horse as he was lying down, stroked and talked to him before letting the horse up. 

After another lead was snapped on the halter, the ropes were run through the stirrups, and the horse was 
driven around the pen. "A lot of horses, even older broke horses, will benefit from ground driving when it's done 
correctly," Cameron stated. 

With chaps on and spurs off, Dusty stepped up on the horse's back and immediately got back off. He then 
mounted the horse, placed his right hand in the "night latch," a handhold attached on the saddle tree, took hold 
of the lead rope with his left hand, tucked his chain and nodded for Cameron to prod the gelding ahead with 
the stick. 



First at a walk and then at a jog, the gelding moved freely and then was reversed with no sign of wanting to 
buck or run off. Dusty never tightened the halter rope. The gelding was never asked to lope. 

"He is alert but relaxed," Cameron commended. "It's his first day of school, and we want to make it as good 
as we can." The horse stopped and Dusty dismounted. 

While most of Cameron's clinics are about an hour, this session required nearly twice that long. "It takes time 
and patience with these tough horses," Cameron concluded. 

Craig Cameron, Texas horse clinician, laid a 
gelding down to further desensitize him during a colt 
starting presentation at the Topeka Farm Show. 

Everything clinician Craig Cameron did on one side 
of the gelding being worked with at the Topeka Farm 
Show horse clinic was done the same on the opposite 
side. Cameron put weight into the stirrups on both the 
left and right side before mounting. 


